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Summary 
The aim of this project originally was to improve the rear suspension system of a race 
classic car called Garbi GTS, a very similar model to the famous Lotus 7, due to its lack of 
grip and low stability in turn. In order to introduce a significant improvement to the rear 
suspension, it was necessary to extract the rear live axle and to install an independent 
suspension to solve the lack of grip that was experimenting the car. However, it was not the 
only cause of this fact; a design problem in the front suspension was observed. Due to a 
suitable suspension system is made accordingly to, in part, a correct relation between the 
front and rear suspension geometry, it was necessary to re-design all the Garbi’s 
suspension system. Therefore, the aim of this project became to design a suitable 
suspension system rather than improve only the rear one. Because of this, it was impossible 
to a single person in the project’s time limits to perform all stablished milestones. For 
example, an important one was to perform dynamic simulations of the designed suspension 
components as well as of the new chassis in order to prove enough resistance of them in 
driving conditions and to improve their design to reduce weight. 
In this project, it can be found a brief description of the basic parameters which directly 
affect the suspension systems, as well as live axle and double A-Arm suspension 
description, which are two different types of suspension used. Moreover, there is general 
theory related to kinematics and dynamics of the suspension systems. 
Following an iterative design process, a kinematic and dynamic study of the suspension has 
been performed in order to find a suitable suspension system to the Garbi GTS. On the one 
hand, simulations in heave and roll motion have been made with a software called Optimum 
Kinematics for the Kinematic study. The originated charts from the final suspension system 
simulations can be found in this project. On the other hand, the dynamic study consisted of 
a series of calculations to basically determine required stiffness of the springs and the 
torsional resistance of the anti-roll bars. Finally, Solidworks was used to design some 
suspension components and to assemble them to the Garbi’s old chassis, which also had to 
be re-designed. 
It has been obtained good kinematic and dynamic results in the final suspension system, 
which although are not optimized, are expected to solve the problem on vehicle behaviour 
caused by the bad old suspension design.  
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1. Preface 
1.1. Project’s Origin 
This project emerges due to system simplicity that is shown in the first Lotus 7 models, so 
that they need an improvement design to get certain objectives. In particular, some of this 
first cars have a problem on handling: their rear suspension is based on a live axle, which is 
a dependent suspension. Because of that, a need of an improvement suspension was born 
from a specific Lotus 7 model which belongs to a near friend of the project’s mentor, Emili 
Hernández. The car owner had been experimenting a low grip and stability when he was 
driving on a circuit and was turning the car. In part, it was due to this type of suspension. 
Therefore, a project proposal was presented by him to the Escola Tècnica Superior 
d’Enginyieria Industrial de Barcelona (ETSEIB) with the challenge of achieving a better 
suspension system for his vehicle in order to solve the vehicle's bad behaviour. 
1.2. Motivations 
Car engineering is a fascinating world to explore, where industrial engineers students are 
able to apply a lot of knowledge that we have learned since our entrance to the university. In 
essence, it includes most subjects that has been studied. Due to my car passion, I looked 
for a project idea that would enabled me to develop new knowledge in the automobile 
sector. In this way, a race car improvement suspension project emerged as the perfect 
proposal. 
Therefore, my motivation has its origin in learning as much as it would be possible about an 
engineering aspect such as a suspension system of a competition car, which has a huge 
influence in vehicle performance.  
1.3. Prior requirements 
First of all, a theoretical information about kinematic and dynamic suspension study has 
been collected in order to get a solid base to develop a successful suspension design. 
Secondly, a design software has been necessary for the conception of all the required 
components and to fit them properly. Finally, a simulation software to study the car’s 
kinematics had to be found to get a proper kinematic study. 
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2. Introduction 
This project has been developed during 2014-2015 academic course. It contains the results 
which were obtained from a brief kinematic and dynamic study of a car suspensions system 
as well as the required components to physically implement this system to the Garbi GTS, in 
order to improve its current system. 
Following an iterative design process, the simulation software called Optimum Kinematics 
has been used for kinematic study and an Excel file with several equations has been 
created in order to perform a dynamic study. Moreover, the component’s design and its 
assembling to the Garbi’s chassis has been made by means of the design software 
Solidworks. 
2.1. Project objectives 
The purpose of this project is to present an improvement suspension system to be totally 
applied at the rear suspension of a specific Lotus 7 model, the Garbi GTS, in race 
conditions. This idea implies almost directly to remove the rear live axle and to 
conceptualise an independent suspension to solve the problem on vehicle behaviour. 
In order to improve the suspension of the Garbi GTS it will be necessary to reach the 
following goals: 
 Modifying and keeping the system geometric parameters to improve vehicle stability 
in race.   
 Getting a better grip: the main goal and cause of project’s origin. 
 Supporting the forces that the vehicle will be subjected to. 
 Minimizing manufacturing cost.  
2.2. Project scope 
The scope of this project involves only to the Garbi GTS whose owner is the project’s 
applicant. That is to say that the final rear suspension system configuration will only be 
conceived to be implemented on this car. 
The aim is to present a viable solution to the applicant. Not only theoretically, but also in 
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such a way that it could be physically implemented to the car and obtain a good 
performance. 
It should be mention that the project time is limited and an accurate dynamic and kinematic 
suspension study requires a huge amount of dedication. Therefore, although surely it will 
not achieve an optimum solution, the project have the intention to solve the problem on 
vehicle behaviour as much as possible. 
Moreover, because of the discovery of the front suspension problem design, which is 
explained later, all the suspension system had to be re-design. Therefore, some intended 
activities, like strength simulations of the designed suspension components, have become 
out of the scope of this project. 
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3. Origins and history of the Lotus 7 
The original Lotus 7 is a sportive automobile manufactured by the company called Lotus 
Cars between 1957 and 1975 (by that time, called Lotus Engineering). It was designed by 
Colin Chapman in 1957. Nevertheless, its origin can be traced back to 1949, during the 
creation of Mark 2, which was a sportive car based on the Austin 7 chassis and a Ford 
engine. Later, when Chapman was incorporated into the Lotus Engineering Company, the 
Mark 6 became the most important Lotus at that moment. For the first time, Chapman 
designed his own chassis, which was based on a light open bar structure and with a simple 
body made of aluminium. With Mark 6, Lotus introduced the idea of selling a kit car to be 
assembled by the customer. Basic components from Ford were been used into Mark 6 
design, which became the first Lotus model fabricated on large-scale production. Its 
success resided in its lightness: only 432 kg. In this way, it was not required too much power 
to run it magnificently. The basis for the Lotus 7 was made. 
After finishing the Mark 6 production, with 110 units at the end of 1957, there was a strong 
demand from the automobile sector that was asking for a successor. In this way, following 
other models creations, the Lotus 7 appeared in the mid 50s. It became almost immediately 
a legend among club races. It emerged as an essential sportive car characterized by its 
lightness and affordability; for a selected band of owners, the Lotus 7 was the only car to 
own and moreover it was utterly accessible. Colin Chapman said the following famous 
words that sum up the Seven’s purpose: “It was simple and just kept going. The sort of thing 
you could dash of in a weekend. Well, a week maybe’’.  
The original Lotus 7 virtually died in 1971 when Chapman agreed to hand over its 
manufacturing rights to Caterham. Since then, several Caterham models have been created 
as a Lotus 7 successors, keeping its philosophy of simplicity and lightness. [1] 
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4. Vehicle behaviour and general steering 
geometric parameters 
4.1.1. Reference system and chassis movement 
The reference system to study the vehicle movement consists of an orthogonal base fix to 
the car. The x-axis has the longitudinal vehicle direction, the y-axis the transversal and z-
axis is perpendicular to these. Rotation angles associated with the Euler’s angles are the 
following: Yaw (ψ), Pitch (θ) and Roll (ϕ) [2]. The defined axis’ direction and rotations of the 
vehicle’s chassis are shown on the following figure 4.1. 
4.1.2. Track ω 
It is the distance between the centres of the contact points tire-ground, measured in y-axis 
direction with the vehicle in horizontal position. There could be different values between the 
front and rear track. The suspension geometry determines its value. 
4.1.3. Wheelbase b 
It is the distance between centres of the contact points tire-ground of wheels of the same 
side, measured in x-axis direction with the vehicle in horizontal position. The suspension 
θ 
ϕ X 
Y 
Z 
ψ 
Fig.  4.1 Reference System: Axles and rotation angles. 
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geometry determines its value as well. 
4.1.4. Steering axis 
It is the axis where the wheel turns respect the chassis. Its position depends on the type of 
suspension is used at the front. In case of double A-Arm suspension, it is the virtual axis 
that connects both join points of the upper and lower wishbone to the upright.  
4.1.5. Kingpin angle σ 
It is the angle between z-axis and the normal projection of steering axis in plane Y-Z, 
looking at the vehicle from the front. The angle is positive when the kingpin axis is declined 
to the inner part of the vehicle. 
4.1.6. Kingpin offset e 
It is the distance between the contact point tire-ground and with the point where the kingpin 
axis intersects at the X-Y plane, measured in y-axis direction from the X-Z plane that 
contains that contact point. This value is positive if the intersection point is situated at the 
inner part of the vehicle.  
4.1.7. Caster β 
It is the angle between z-axis and the normal projection of steering axis in plane X-Z, 
looking at the vehicle from one side. The angle is positive when the caster axis is declined 
to the front of the vehicle. 
Fig.  4.2. Kingpin angle and Kingpin offset. [2] 
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4.1.8. Caster offset u 
It is the distance between the contact point tire-ground and the point where the caster axis 
intersects with the X-Y plane, measured in y-axis direction from the X-Z plane that contains 
the contact point. This value is positive if the intersection point is situated at the inner part of 
the vehicle.  
4.1.9. Scrub radius r 
It is the distance between the point where the steering axis intersects with the ground and 
the tire-ground contact point. Both kingpin and caster offset determines the scrub radius 
value. 
Fig.  4.3. Caster angle and Caster offset. [2] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.4. Kingpin offset/Caster offset/Scrub radius [2] 
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4.1.10. Camber ε 
It is the angle between z-axis and the intersection of wheel plane and x-axis, looking the 
vehicle from the front. The angle is positive when the wheel is inclined outside from the 
vehicle. In case of race car suspensions, it is almost always a negative value. 
4.1.11. Toe λ 
It is the angle between the x-axis and the mid plane of the wheel, measured with the 
steering wheel in straight position and the vehicle at rest, looking the vehicle from the top. 
The wheel is defined as Toe-in if it is inclined to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle, and toe-
out in opposite case. 
 
Fig.  4.5. Camber angle [2] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.6. Toe angle [2] 
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5. The suspension system 
5.1. Description and objectives 
The suspension system is defined as a set of mechanical components which are interposed 
by car’s frame and its wheels. The main goals of a race competition car for a suspension 
design are usually the following: [3] 
 Providing a vertical movement of the wheels in such a way that they could overcome 
irregularities and road gradients during the driving.  
 Guaranteeing high grip, keeping the wheels in touch with the ground every moment 
with minimal load variations, because the vehicle control and stability depend on it. 
 Supporting the forces that the vehicle will be subjected, reacting to the generated 
control forces which are transmitted through the wheels: longitudinal forces 
(acceleration and braking), lateral forces (vehicle turn) and torque (coming from 
steering geometry and braking). 
 Keeping in race the system geometric parameters that characterize the steering 
geometry and parallelism between axes. 
 Keeping constant the ride frequencies values. 
5.2. Live axle suspension 
In this section, the main live axle’s characteristics are described in general terms. The need 
of possessing a knowledge of this kind of suspension is caused by the fact that the Garbi 
GTS includes this sort of suspension at the rear system. 
Live axle is a dependent rear suspension system. This means that a vertical movement that 
is experimented by a wheel of the rear axle influences the movement of the other wheel, 
and vice versa. It is the cause of having a rigid axle which joins both rear wheels. Therefore, 
having a rear live axle implies low grip in turn and uncomfortable vehicle stability. 
Furthermore, this type of suspension system has a big volume and an important weight. 
However, it usually supports high generated forces as well as maintains angles and 
distances values under vehicle driving [3]. 
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More specifically, the Garbi GTS rear suspension uses a live axle based on four arms with a 
Panhard bar and wears two coil-over dampers, as it is shown in figure 5.1. 
Those arms act as control arms, providing a longitudinal resistance to the axle, meanwhile 
the Panhard bar receives the lateral forces directly [4]. 
In conclusion, the use of this type of suspension is adequate only in certain cases. 
Nowadays, variations of it are used in heavy vehicles such as tracks or buses. However, it is 
rarely used in a current race car. Therefore, it is necessary to remove the rear live axle and 
to incorporate an independent suspension in order to solve the problem on vehicle 
behaviour. 
5.3. Double A-Arm suspension 
In order to find a suitable independent suspension, the decision of performing a Double A-
Arm suspension type to incorporate it on the rear system of the Garbi GTS was made for 
several reasons: 
 It was a requirement expressed by the car’s owner. 
 It provides more free parameters than other types do and it is relatively simply to see 
the effect of moving each join. Therefore, the Kinematics of the suspension can be 
tuned easily. 
Fig.  5.1. Live axle suspension with four arms and a Panhard bar [3] 
Ç 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Live axle 
Coil-over damper 
Arms 
Panhard Bar 
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 Most new Lotus 7 type models incorporate this sort of suspension not only at the 
rear but also at the front.  
The main characteristics of this suspension type, also called double-wishbone, are 
described as follows: being one of the most used in sportive cars, it has two cross oscillating 
arms with “A” form which are joined through an upright and usually with the incorporation of 
torsion bars to reduce pitch and roll movement. Modifying the arms’ distance and their 
inclinations as well as their position with respect to the chassis and the type of join used, an 
infinity variety of geometries can be obtained [4]. 
A strong point to take into account is that the camber variation depends on the relative 
difference between the upper and lower arm’s length. Moreover, with arms not parallels and 
with different length, low variation of the front and rear tracks can be accomplished and 
camber could be reduced under curve conditions. This fact implies that the tire’s wear is 
reduced and the vehicle performance is improved [4]. An illustration of this sort of 
suspension is shown in the next figure 5.2. 
5.4. Anti-roll bar 
There are several elements in a suspension system and not all of them are found in every 
type of suspension. A particular component that is taken into account in this project is the 
anti-roll bar.  
Vehicle anti-roll bars are suspension components used for limiting body roll angle during 
Fig.  5.2. Basic configuration of double wishbone suspension [3] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Upper wishbone 
Lower wishbone 
Coil-over damper 
Upright 
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cornering or road irregularities. It connects opposite wheels together, which especially 
causes the vehicle tendency to remain levelled against the general slope of the terrain. 
Therefore, they have a direct effect on the handling characteristics of the vehicle. 
These are the reasons to have the consideration of installing anti-roll bars at the Garbi GTS, 
because with the current suspension configuration the vehicle rolls too much. This project is 
beyond the scope of designing anti-roll bars, although in this project report it has been 
studied (Chapter 7: Dynamic study) if it is necessary to install anti-roll bars or not and what 
size they should be.  
As the suspension on this 
side travels upward… 
 
…the anti-roll bar twists along its 
length providing torsional resistance… 
 
…because it is effectively 
anchored at this end to the 
other suspension 
components.… 
Fig.  5.3. Anti-roll bar example and explanation of its mechanism [5] 
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6. Kinematic study 
6.1. Roll axis 
It is an instant axis of rotation, which is defined as all the aligned points that have zero 
velocity. When a vehicle performs a roll movement, the vehicle’s chassis rotates according 
to this axis. It is very important to control the position of this axis because it determines the 
wheel’s kinematic according to the chassis. The roll axis can be easily found with a CAD 
program. In this project, the Solidworks software has been used in order to stablish the 
desired axis position. The following description of how to determine the roll axis from the 
suspension geometry is only valid for double A-Arm suspension type.  
In order to determine the roll axis, first it is necessary to determine both rear and front 
instant axis of rotation. If a first attention at the front suspension is made, the instant axis of 
rotation of a front wheel respect the chassis has to be found to start. To determine it, the 
two planes that contain the upper and lower wishbone respectively have to be intersected 
(see figure 6.1). Exactly the same is made at the wheel of the other side. 
Once these axis are found, the two plans that contain each wheel’s axis of rotation and also 
each contact point tire-ground have to be intersected. The resultant axis (see example in 
figure 6.2) has to be intersected with the vertical plane that contains both contact points tire-
ground of the front. The result point is called the front roll centre. If the same procedure is 
Fig.  6.1. Instant axis of rotation of a wheel (Axis 7) 
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made at the rear of the vehicle, the rear roll centre will be found. In order to determine the 
roll axis of rotation both centres have to be joined (see figure 6.3).  
Fig.  6.3. Instant roll axis (Axis 10) 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.2. Instant axis of rotation of the rear suspension system (Axis 8) 
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6.2. Pitch axis 
It is also an instant axis of rotation. When a vehicle performs a pitch movement, the 
vehicle’s chassis rotates according to this axis. To determine it, the same procedure to find 
the roll axis is made. However, instead of joining both centres of rotation of the rear and the 
front, the same is done in both sides of the vehicle (see figure 6.4). 
6.3. Front suspension problem 
The aim of this project at first instance was to find a better solution than the rear live axle, 
because it was believed that the problem on vehicle behaviour came only from the rear 
suspension. However, a noteworthy design problem was detected at the front suspension. It 
appears that the front instant centre of rotation was too low. In fact, quite under the ground. 
This situation implies in part a huge generated torque of the suspended masses when the 
vehicle turns. A strong point to take into account is that to perform a suitable rear 
suspension design it is necessary to do it accordingly with how the front suspension is 
positioned. If the new rear suspension was made accordingly to the old front one, a wrong 
design would be made and the problem on vehicle behaviour would not be completely 
solved. Therefore, an important decision was taken during the project: to redesign the entire 
Garbi GTS suspension system.  
 
Fig.  6.4. Instant Pitch axis (Axis 11). 
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6.4. Results obtained with Optimum Kinematics 
A certain amount of line charts have been extracted from the Kinematic study with the 
Optimum Kinematics software, which are presented below. 
The charts that have been analysed in heave and roll motion are: 
 Wheelbase variation 
 Front and rear track variation 
 Roll centres 
 Pitch centres 
 Kingpin angle 
 Caster angle 
 Camber angle 
 Toe angle 
 Scrub radius 
Fig.  6.5. Front view of the Garbi’s chassis; inclination of the old front suspension arms 
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6.4.1. Objectives 
The general purpose of a kinematic study is to determine a suspension geometry that 
provides good behaviour of the car at certain conditions and allows a variation of its 
geometry as less as possible. There is a huge variety of possible suspension geometries for 
a certain study case and it can take a lot of time to be optimized. A kinematic study of a 
suspension system follows an iterative process, which could be as accurate as one desires. 
Therefore, in order to find a suitable suspension configuration, a list of objectives have been 
established. In this way, the suspension’s simulations have been finished once these 
objectives have been completed. They are the following: 
 Rear roll centre between 40 and 50 mm. 
 Front roll centre between 25 and 35 mm. 
 Rear roll centre always higher than the front one. 
 Camber always negative and with a variation less than 4 deg. 
 Wheelbase and track variations less than 15 mm in order to not alter the vehicle’s 
behaviour. 
 Toe variation less than 5 degrees. 
6.4.2. Charts of heave simulation 
Fig.  6.6. Heave motion: Wheelbase variation 
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Fig.  6.7. Heave motion: Track variation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.8. Heave motion: Roll centre height 
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Fig.  6.9. Heave motion: Variation of pitch axis position 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.10. Heave motion: Kingpin angle 
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Fig.  6.11. Heave motion: Caster angle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.12. Heave motion: Camber angle 
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Fig.  6.13. Heave motion: Toe angle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.14. Heave motion: Scrub radius 
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6.4.3. Charts of roll simulation 
 
 
Fig.  6.15. Roll motion: Wheelbase variation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.16. Roll motion: Track variation 
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Fig.  6.17. Roll motion: Roll centres 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.18. Roll motion: Variation of pitch axis position 
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Fig.  6.19. Roll motion: Kingpin angle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.20. Roll motion: Caster angle 
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Fig.  6.21. Roll motion: Camber angle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.22. Roll motion: Toe angle 
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Fig.  6.23. Roll motion: Scrub radius 
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6.4.4. Results summary 
Goals compliance Heave +50 to -50 mm Roll +1.8 to -1.8 degrees 
Wheelbase variation 7.78 mm 0.43 mm 
Front track variation 10.70 mm 4.12 mm 
Rear track variation 12.86 mm 5.60 deg 
Front wheel camber variation 0.582 deg 3.396 deg 
Maximum value front camber -1.97 deg -0.38 deg 
Rear wheel camber variation 2.11 deg 2.65 deg 
Maximum value rear camber -0.40 deg 0.07 deg 
Front wheel toe variation 4.92 deg 0.47 deg 
Rear wheel toe variation 0.11 deg 0.05 deg 
   As it can be seen, all the desired objectives have been accomplished except for: 
 The rear wheels surpass to slightly positive value when a vehicle performs a roll 
motion of 1.8 degrees (0.07 degree). 
 About the roll centres: the front roll centre surpass the rear in 2.47 mm when the 
vehicle performs a heave motion of 50 mm. It surpasses the rear roll centre when 
the heave is 40 mm approximately. 
Both problems have been considered unimportant by the fact that they happened at 
extreme conditions and the obtained values did not vary too much of the desired ones. 
The relevant geometric parameters of the final suspension configuration can be found in the 
next table: 
Table.  6.1. Simulation’s results: goals compliance 
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Suspension geometry parameters Value Units 
Wheelbase b 2470 mm 
Front track ωF 1496 mm 
Rear track ωR 1439 mm 
Front caster βF 1.56 degrees 
Front caster offset uF 15.72 mm 
Front king ping σF 12.12 degrees 
Front king ping offset eF 44.62 mm 
Front scrub radius rF 47.31 mm 
Front camber εF -2 degrees 
Rear camber εR -1.2 degrees 
Front toe λF -1 degrees 
Rear toe λR 0.12 degrees 
Height of front roll centre HbF 32.92 mm 
Height of rear roll centre HbR 44.40 mm 
In the Annexes there is an explanation of how the suspension modelling has been made 
with the Optimum Kinematics software.  
Table.  6.2. Simulation’s results: suspension geometry parameters 
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7. Dynamic study 
The aims of this section are to determine the spring stiffness required, the coil-over 
dampers needed and the anti-roll bar stiffness, not only at the rear suspension system of 
the vehicle but also at the front one.  
7.1. Preliminary conditions and parameters 
In order to start the dynamic calculations, several geometric and kinematic parameters of 
the vehicle are needed. Not every of them were known at the project’s beginning, such as 
the height of the gravity centre. With a view to making an accurate estimation of dynamic 
calculations, all the parameters required to perform the study have been looked for in some 
other cars similar to the Garbi GTS. Particularly, other Lotus 7 models available at the 
current market. The next table shows all the relevant parameters required, which are 
extracted from the final suspension configuration, including those which have been found 
from other resources. It has to be said that some of them are calculated from other 
parameters of the table. 
Relevant vehicle’s parameters for a dynamic study Value Units 
Vehicle mass Mv 630 Kg 
Vehicle with pilot mass M 700 Kg 
Front mass distribution %F [6] 45 % 
Rear mass distribution %R [6] 55 % 
Mass supported at the front axle MF 315 Kg 
Mass supported at the rear  axle MR 385 Kg 
Average non-suspended mass per corner Mnsr [6] 35 Kg 
Total suspended mass Ms 560 Kg 
Front suspended mass MsF 245 Kg 
Rear suspended mass MsR 315 Kg 
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Height of the gravity centre total mass Hg [6] 330 mm 
Height of the gravity centre non-suspended mass Hns 288 mm 
Height of the gravity centre suspended mass Hs 378 mm 
Height of the front Instant centre of rotation (roll) HbF 32.92 mm 
Height of the rear Instant centre of rotation (roll) HbR 44.40 mm 
Distance between roll axis and gravity centre suspended mass h 338.56 mm 
Wheelbase b 2470 mm 
Front track ωF 1496 mm 
Rear track ωR 1439 mm 
Tire spring rate Kp [6] 200 N/mm 
Front coil-over motion ratio MRF 2.120 - 
Rear coil-over motion ratio MRR 1.205 - 
Front ride frequency fF 1.75 Hz 
Rear ride frequency fR 1.6 Hz 
Roll gradient 1.5 deg/g 
Front ARB motion ratio MRARB_F 0.319 - 
Rear ARB motion ratio MRARB_F 0.207 - 
Only the stationary state has been studied in order to simplify the calculations. 
7.2. Spring stiffness 
One of the calculus method to find spring stiffness is by means of suspended mass reduced 
to a wheel, motion ratio and the desired ride frequency. Motion ratio is defined as the 
Table.  7.1. Relevant vehicle’s parameters for a dynamic study 
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relationship between wheel displacement and the displacement originated by a certain 
suspension element [7]. In case of a spring: 
 
This motion ratio is a design parameter. The average values of motion ratio at the front and 
rear, which were calculated by means of Optimum Kinematics, are shown at the table 7.1.  
Secondly, a ride frequency is imposed, which is also a design parameter. Lower frequencies 
produce a softer suspension with more mechanical grip. However, the response will be 
slower in transient. Higher frequencies create less suspension travel for a given track, 
allowing ride heights and lowering the centre of gravity in turn. It is usually between 1.5 and 
2 Hz for sedan cars and moderate formula cars, which is the case of the Garbi GTS.  
The ride frequency at the rear generally differentiates from the front. The out of phase 
motion between front and rear heave motion, caused by a time delay between when the 
front and rear wheel hit a bump, is accentuated by the frequency difference. A result of the 
phase difference is pitch generation. To reduce the pitch induced by hitting a bump, the rear 
needs to have a higher natural frequency to trap with the front (view figure 7.1). This theory 
was developed for passenger cars, where comfort takes priority over performance. 
Race cars in general run higher damping ratios, with smaller concern of comfort, leading to 
some of them using higher front ride frequencies. The higher damping ratios will reduce the 
amount of oscillation resultant from road bumps, reducing the need for a flat ride in return. A 
higher front ride frequency in race car allows faster transient response at corner entry, less 
ride height variation on the front and allows better rear wheel traction (for rear wheel drive 
cars, which is the case of the Garbi GTS) on corner exit. [7]  
The above explanation has the purpose of, in the one hand, justifying the decision of 
Fig.  7.1. Higher rear ride frequency  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Ec.  7.1) 
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choosing a higher ride frequency at the front, than at the rear. In the other hand, specifying 
that the coil-overs for the Garbi GTS have been selected according to two main criterions. 
The first one was that the spring stiffness of the chosen coil-overs did not differentiate too 
much from the calculated one. The second criteria was that the coil-overs’ damper had high 
damper ratio in order to follow the theory explained above. The chosen values of the front 
and rear ride frequencies are shown in table 7.1. 
The following calculus description is made by means of the quarter vehicle model, which is 
a simple but enough accurate model that is used to estimate how the vehicle oscillates (see 
model drawing in figure 7.2).  
Once the ride frequencies have been selected, the ride rate (KrF at front and KrR at rear 
[N/m]) is calculated, which is the effective spring rate when measured at the tire-ground 
contact point. The following rates are in series with the tire spring rate, respectively to each 
axle: 
 
 
The next step is to determine the wheel rate (KwF, KwR [N/m]), which is the effective spring 
rate when measured at the wheel.  
 
Fig.  7.2. Quarter vehicle model [3] 
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Finally, the spring rate required is obtained knowing the motion ratio between coil-over and 
wheel. 
 
 
The results of the equations from above, including spring stiffness, are shown at the 
following table: 
Front ride rate KrF 14.810 N/mm 
Rear ride rate KrR 17.294 N/mm 
Front wheel rate KwF 15.995 N/mm 
Rear wheel rate KwR 17.294 N/mm 
Front spring rate KsF 71.888 N/mm 
Rear spring rate KsR 25.111 N/mm 
Once the current market has been looked, a suitable springs has been found. They have a 
stiffness values close to the obtained results: 400 lb/in at the front (70.050 N/mm) and 140 
lb/in at the rear (24.517 N/mm) [17]. With this new values, the wheel rates must be 
recalculated due to their values are needed in stiffness distribution calculations (section 
7.4). The new results are: 
 
 
 
 
Table.  7.2. Results for spring stiffness 
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Front spring rate KsF 70.050 N/mm 
Rear spring rate KsR 24.517 N/mm 
Front wheel rate KwF 15.586 N/mm 
Rear wheel rate KwR 16.885 N/mm 
7.3. Dampers 
Dampers are characterized by his damping ratio. Choosing a damping ratio is a trade-off 
between response time and overshoot and it is searched the smallest of each. Passenger 
vehicles generally use a damping ratio of approximately 0.25 for maximizing ride comfort. In 
race cars, 0.65 to 0.7 is a suitable baseline; this provides much better body control than a 
passenger car, which means less overshoot, and faster response than critical damping. 
Beyond this value, the system responds slowly. A point to take into account is that the 
amount of damping does not change the steady value; it only changes the amount of time to 
get there and the overshoot. [9] 
Although it could be possible to study in detail the damper’s dynamics and choose suitable 
ones to the Garbi GTS, it has been decided to look for shock absorbers of similar models 
and fit them into the Garbi GTS. It is known that the Garbi’s suspension problem, which is 
the main project’s origin, is caused mainly by its suspension type and geometry as well as 
the roll resistance of its suspension components. This fact, along with that the time to 
perform this project is limited, are the reasons of taking the decision of choosing a damper 
directly from the market rather than calculate damping ratios.  
7.4. Roll stiffness 
The aim of this section is to find a spring rate for the anti-roll bars (ARB’s). It is done by 
means of knowing the roll stiffness required at the front and at the rear. In order to find this, 
the desired roll stiffness must be chosen. The normalized roll stiffness number is roll 
gradient, expressed in degrees of body roll per “g” (gravity) of lateral acceleration. A lower 
roll gradient produces less body roll per g’s of lateral acceleration, resulting in a stiffer 
vehicle in roll. A stiffer roll gradient will produce a car that responds faster in transient 
conditions, but at the expense of mechanical grip over bumps in a corner. Typical values are 
between 1.0 and 1.8 deg/g for low downforce sedans. [8] 
Table.  7.3.  New results for spring stiffness 
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As a consequence of an existent difference between the centre of gravity of suspended 
mass and the roll axis height, a moment is generated when the vehicle turns (Γ [Nm]), which 
causes a roll movement of the vehicle. It is calculated according to the following equation: 
 
Where al is the lateral acceleration that the vehicle notices. Here it is where the roll gradient 
has to be specified: the suspension designer has to decide how much he/she wants the 
vehicle to roll (in degrees or radians) at a certain lateral acceleration. Observing other 
information from similar cars to the Garbi GTS, it has been stablished that for a lateral 
acceleration of 1g (al), it is wanted that the vehicle is going to roll 1.5 degrees (φmin); that is a 
roll gradient of 1.5 deg/g. In order to make it real, the vehicle needs to have a certain roll 
stiffness. It is calculated according to the follow equation (KTOT [Nm/rad]): 
 
Roll moment Γ 1868.1 N/m 
Total vehicle stiffness KTOT 70973 Nm/rad 
In order to determine the stiffness that each axle need to contribute to the total, firstly it has 
to be known what is the value of the total normal weight transfer (ΔFyTOT [N]), also called 
load transfer. 
 
However, the normal weight transfer is not the same at each axle. They are calculated next. 
ΔFy_FL is the generated weight transfer to the front-left wheel when a vehicle turns to the left 
(in the front-right wheel, there is the same value but with opposite sign) and in the same 
way, ΔFy_RL is to the rear-left wheel. 
 
Table.  7.4. Moment generated and total vehicle stiffness in roll 
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Total weight transfer ΔFyTOT 1547.8 N 
Front weight transfer ΔFy_FL 681.65 N 
Rear weight transfer ΔFy_RL 866.13 N 
As it can be seen at the prior equations, there are three ways to transfer load in each axle: 
the one originated by the non-suspended mass, the load transfer of the suspended mass, 
elastic part and the load transfer of the suspended mass geometric part. [10]  
 Weight transfer variation of non-suspended mass:  
  
 
 
 
Table.  7.5. Weight transfer variation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  7.3. Types of load transfer caused by a lateral acceleration 
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Front weight transfer of non-sus. mass ΔFy_ns_FL 66.099 N 
Rear weight transfer of non-sus. mass ΔFy_ns_RL 68.718 N 
 Weight transfer variation of suspended mass: 
 Elastic part: This load is distributed among the suspension elements: springs 
and anti-roll bars (these are working in parallel). The parameters %KφF and 
%KφR are the stiffness distribution at the front and at the rear axle 
respectively. These ones are the values that are being looked for, in order to 
know how much total stiffness is absorbed by each axle. Therefore, the 
values for load transfer of elastic part cannot be calculated yet. 
 
 
 Geometric part: the suspended mass which is not rolling causes this load 
transfer. 
 
 
Front geometric weight transfer ΔFy_g_FL 52.889 N 
Rear geometric weight transfer ΔFy_g_RL 96.978 N 
 
Table.  7.7. Weight transfer of suspended masses: geometric part 
 
 
 
 
 
Table.  7.6. Weight transfer variation of non-suspended mass  
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Using equations from 7.11 to 7.18, the stiffness distribution of each axle can be determined 
because they are the unique variables. It is recommended to use a 5% higher front weigh 
distribution [8]. Therefore, the %KφF has a 5% higher value than the calculated one, in the 
same way that the %KφR is reduced.  
Front stiffness distribution %KφF 50.30 % 
Rear stiffness distribution %KφR 49.70 % 
With the values of stiffness distribution, now the weight transfer of elastic part is possible to 
be calculated: 
Front elastic weight transfer ΔFy_e_FL 562.66 N 
Rear elastic weight transfer ΔFy_e_RL 700.43 N 
Finally, the required stiffness of each axle is determined when the desired total stiffness of 
the vehicle is known: 
 
 
Front roll stiffness KφF 35701 Nm/rad 
Rear roll stiffness KφR 35272 Nm/rad 
7.5. Stiffness distribution 
Following, it is determined the stiffness which contributes each suspension component at 
roll movement: the stiffness provided by the tires, the springs and the anti-roll bars. The aim 
Table.  7.8. Stiffness distribution at each axle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table.  7.9. Weight transfer of suspended masses: elastic part 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table.  7.10. Required stiffness at each axle 
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of this section is to know how much stiff the anti-roll bars should be in order to get the 
desired vehicle's total stiffness. 
Firstly, tire stiffness is calculated at each axle: 
 
 
In the same way, stiffness provided by the springs at each axle as well as the total value are 
calculated: 
 
 
 
Front anti-roll torque pneumatics Kφ_p_F 223802 Nm/rad 
Rear anti-roll torque pneumatics Kφ_p_R 207072 Nm/rad 
Front anti-roll torque springs Kφ_spr_F 17441 Nm/rad 
Rear anti-roll torque springs Kφ_spr_R 17482 Nm/rad 
Total anti-roll torque springs Kφ_spr 34923 Nm/rad 
Remembering the quarter vehicle model (see figure 7.2), the stiffness provided by the 
springs and the stiffness provided by the anti-roll bars act as they were connected in 
parallel, and both of them are in series with the tire stiffness. The following equation shows 
this concept at each axle: 
Table.  7.11. Roll resistance of springs and tires 
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Finally, only unknown variables at the two prior equations are Kφ_ARB_F and Kφ_ARB_R: the 
required anti-roll bar stiffness at each axle. 
Anti-roll torque front ARB Kφ_ARB_F 25036 Nm/rad 
Anti-roll torque rear ARB Kφ_ARB_R 25032 Nm/rad 
With these values, it can be possible to calculate the roll stiffness contribution of the 
suspension components (basically, springs and anti-roll bars). 
 
 
Front anti-roll torque ARB & springs Kφ_SUS_F 42477 Nm/rad 
Rear anti-roll torque ARB & springs Kφ_SUS_R 42514 Nm/rad 
7.6. Torsional resistance of the anti-roll bars 
The aim of this section is to determine how much torsional resistance the anti-roll bars 
should be according to the results obtained from the prior equations. In order to find a 
suitable but a simple solution, it has been decided that the anti-roll bars will have a solid 
circular section. 
The roll resistance of an anti-roll bar (Kφ_ARB_F, Kφ_ARB_R in Nm/rad) is related with the 
torsional resistance (Kθ_ARB_F, Kθ_ARB_R in Nm/rad)  by means of a motion ratio (MRARB_F and 
MRARB_R), which is, in this case, the relation between degrees of vehicle roll and ARB 
Table.  7.12. Desired ARB’s stiffness contribution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table.  7.13. Total ARB & springs stiffness contribution 
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rotation angle. The motion ratio have been obtained with the Optimum Kinematics software 
by simulating the vehicle in roll movement and choosing the average motion ratio as a value 
for the calculations. They have been 0.139 at the front anti-roll bar and 0.207 at the rear 
one. 
 
 
Firstly, it is necessary to know what minimum diameter the anti-roll bar should have in order 
to allow a torsional movement of the bar without plastic deformation or even break-failure. 
Depending on the chosen material, this parameter is different. It has been decided that the 
anti-roll bars of each axle will be made of a material used typically to springs production; 
specifically, the steel 51CrV4. It is equivalent to SAE-AISI 6150. Its relevant material data is 
shown at the next table. 
Steel 51CrV4 
Density ρ Stiffness modulus G Yield strength σ Elongation ε 
7.8 g/cm3 80000 MPa min 420MPa 15-23% 
Following the Von Misses criterion, a failure of the bar on torsion movement is produced in 
case that the originated maximum yield strength in pure shear (τmax) will surpass the 
following value: [12] 
 
The maximum yield strength in pure shear is limited by choosing a security factor (ɣ) of 1.4 
in both axles. 
 
Table.  7.14. Steel 51CrV4: relevant data material [11] 
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With this value, the required torsional resistance moment at both axles (WTF and WTR [m-3]) 
is calculated using the equation which is used to calculate the maximum strength originated 
(τF, τR [N/m2]) by a torsion angle (θF, θR [rad]), with a certain torsion resistance of the bar 
(Kθ_ARB_F, Kθ_ARB_R [Nm/rad]). 
 
 
The moment torsional resistance is in function of the actual diameter of the anti-roll bar. 
Finally, the minimum required diameter which does not cause a failure of the bar is 
calculated by means of the expression which determines the moment torsional resistance 
for a bar with solid circular section. 
 
 
The results are shown at the next table, including the required minimum diameters of front 
and rear anti-roll bars. 
(Ec.  7.34) 
(Ec.  7.35) 
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Maximum admissible pure shear strength τmax 242.49 MPa 
Security coefficient ɣ 1.4 - 
Maximum pure shear strength front ARB τF 173.205 MPa 
Maximum pure shear strength fear ARB τR 173.205 MPa 
Moment of torsional resistance front ARB WTF 11.170 mm
3 
Moment of torsional resistance rear ARB WTR 16.541 mm
3 
Minimum diameter front ARB DFmin 3.85 mm 
Minimum diameter rear ARB DRmin 4.38 mm 
Once the required minimum diameters have been calculated, the diameters that provides 
the desired torsional resistance to the anti-roll bars of each axle (Kθ_ARB_F and Kθ_ARB_R) are 
calculated next. Evidently, these values must be higher than the minimum ones. If it is not 
the case, the anti-roll bar design is made with such minimum diameter.  
The stiffness of a bar which is subjected to torsion moment is calculated by means of useful 
bar length (LARB_F, LARB_R in m), its stiffness modulus (GF, GR in N/m2) and its moment of 
inertia torsion (IF, IR in m4). To clarify, the useful bar length is the bar’s distance that is 
subjected to the torsion moment.  
 
 
These equations calculates the moment of inertia torsion which allows having the desired 
bar’s torsional resistance. Finally, the required diameters are calculated by means of the 
moment of inertia torsion of a solid circular section. 
Table.  7.15. Results for minimum dimension of the anti-roll bars 
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The required anti-roll bars’ diameters are higher than the minimum ones to avoid break 
failure, as it was expected; minimum diameters were too low. With these results obtained, in 
order to normalize distance it is chosen a 12 mm to the front ARB and 14 mm to the rear 
one. The estimated mass of the anti-roll bars is calculated according to: 
 
 
Where LARB_T_F and LARB_T_R are the total length of the front and rear anti-roll bars 
respectively. In this case, the density of both bars (ρF and ρR) have the same value because 
they are made of the same material. 
Mass front ARB MARB_F 298.17 g 
Mass rear ARB MARB_R 383.03 g 
Finally, it has been estimated how much roll the vehicle would perform if there is no anti-roll 
bars. Approximately, the calculated value was 3.3 deg/g. That is, for every lateral force of 1 
Moment of inertia torsion front ARB IF 2.0441 mm
4 
Moment of inertia torsion rear ARB IR 4.2934 mm
4 
Diameter front ARB DF 12.01 mm 
Diameter rear ARB DR 14.46 mm 
Table.  7.16. Results for sizing design of the anti-roll bars 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table.  8.17. Estimated mass of the anti-roll bars 
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g, the vehicle will rotates 3.3 degrees; a higher value in comparison with most race cars 
similar to Lotus 7 models. Therefore, if the Garbi’s owner wants to improve his vehicle 
performance, it is recommended to install anti-roll bars with the size described above or a 
little bigger. 
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8. Solution proposal 
The kinematic and dynamic study process have been made according to the actual 
possibilities. For instance, to assemble correctly all components without superimposing 
them or without the suspension brackets, which the wishbones are attached with, being 
positioned in a point of space which is possible to joint it to the chassis. In order to prevent 
problems like these, during the kinematic and dynamic study, at the same time it was being 
checked that the decisions made were really possible to implement using a CAD software 
(Solidworks). Therefore, it has been able to especially design a suitable wishbones and a 
new Garbi’s frame (modifying the old one) which could establish all the components in the 
desired positions.  
The following presentation of the system suspension that has been developed do not take 
into account how the required components have to be manufactured in detail if they cannot 
be found in the market; it actually presents what are the needed components and where 
they have to be fitted. Moreover, this project is outside of the scope of steering and 
driveshaft assembling, and there is no study further of the uprights. 
A plans of the components list below (excluding the front upright) in the Annexes. 
 
 
Fig.  8.1. General view of the suspension assembly at Garbi’s chassis – left side 
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8.1. Front suspension 
8.1.1. Frame 
In order to obtain this new front frame, it is necessary to cut the old suspension brackets 
which are welded to the chassis. Then, three steel hollow rectangular bars (40x20x2 mm) 
must be welded to the frame, joining the bottom and the top of it. The suspension brackets 
have to be positioned next, welded in right place at these bars. About the brackets which a 
front coil-over is attached with, one is welded to the chassis’ top and the other one to the 
front lower wishbone. 
8.1.2. Main components 
UPRIGHT 
Fig.  8.2.  Garbi’s chassis & suspension brackets – Front general view 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New incorporation 
of steel hollow 
rectangular bars 
Fig.  8.3. CAD view of the front upright of a Ford Sierra 
(Left-wheel) 
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It has to be said that designing an upright to be fitted to a specific suspension geometry can 
take a lot of time, mainly front uprights, because it has to take into account the way the 
steering have to be fitted. Moreover, usually it causes a considerably increase of the budget 
due to fabrication process. Therefore, it has been decided to obtain a certain front upright 
from a donor car and make the suspension according to it. The chosen upright comes from 
the Ford Sierra. At the figure 8.3 a representation of this upright in CAD software is shown.  
However, the upright have to be modified. There is a Macpherson strut mounting at the top. 
To convert this to twin wishbones, it needs to be made a “mushroom” adapter. That is, a 
“mushroom” insert is used to replace the Sierra’s suspension strut and to locate the taper of 
the drag link end. The insert must be tight in the suspension upright, with the hole at the 
front. Furthermore, the hole at the bottom of the Sierra’s upright must be machined to 
accept the taper on the Maxi Ball join, which should be secured to the bottom front 
wishbone using the locking nuts and bolts that should come with the joint. With these 
adjustments, the Sierra’s upright can be correctly assembled to the other suspension 
components. [13] 
DRAG LINK-END 
It will be needed two of these from the Ford Transit, another donor car. This components 
joints the top link of the Sierra’s upright with the front upper wishbone. The Transit drag-link 
end is screwed into the threaded insert in the front top wishbone, with its lock nut, and the 
wishbone can be attached. Camber can be adjusted by screwing the drag-link in and out of 
the threaded insert in the wishbone. 
UPPER WISHBONE 
It is made with two standard steel bush tubes, two ᴓ19 mm tubes with a thickness of 3 mm 
and an adapter which the drag-link is screwed with. 
Fig.  8.4. Front upper wishbone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Standard bush tube 
Adapter to the drag-link end 
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LOWER WISHBONE 
It is made by a steel sheet of 5 mm laser cut, two ᴓ25 mm tubes with a thickness of 3 mm 
and two standard bush tubes, all welded together. It is attached to the Maxi ball Join of the 
Sierra’s upright. The lower suspension bracket which a front coil-lover is attached with is 
welded at the steel sheet. 
SUSPENSION BUSHES / INNERS / BOLTS / LOCKING NUTS  
The wishbones are mounted at the suspension brackets using polyurethane bushes as 
shown in fig. 8.5. The bushes have a stainless inner tube, which can be pressed into the 
centre when the bushes are in the steel bush tube using a light press. Then, 12 mm grade 
8.8 bolts and locking nuts are used to attach the wishbones through each bracket and bush 
tube. 
Fig.  8.5. Front lower wishbone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  8.6. Suspension bushes and an inner 
 
 
 
 
 
Front wishbone 
steel sheet 
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SPRINGS 
They would come from a supplier and have a 70.05 N/mm spring stiffness, a length of 177.8 
mm (7 inches) and 50.8 mm (2 inches) inside diameter. 
DAMPERS 
A suitable damper have been found on Spax products. Specifically, the gas pressurized 
dampers are Spax CSX number C90/125-E-E-1-C [18]. They have the following main 
characteristics: 
 Closed length of 240 mm. For a front damper, it allows a heave motion of 
much more than 50 mm, which is the expected upper-limit heave. 
 Open length of 329 mm. For a front damper, it allows a heave motion of 
more than -50 mm, which is the expected lower-limit heave. 
 Top and bottom fixings type ‘’Stem’’, which allows suitable fixing to the 
Garbi’s chassis by means of the shock absorber brackets.  
 Fittings for 1.9’’ springs, where the chosen springs can be attached with. 
 They are adjustable in rebound and bump as well as ride height. 
 An extra incorporation of rubbers bump stop, in case the Garbi’s owner 
wishes it. 
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8.1.3. Front assembly 
8.2. Rear suspension 
8.2.1. Frame 
 
Fig.  8.7. Exploded view of the front suspension assembly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  8.8. Garbi’s chassis and suspension brackets – Rear cut view 
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Several changes have been made at the rear zone of the Garbi’s chassis. At the current 
chassis (the old one), there is attached a live axle which joins both wheels and holds the 
differential. In order to install an independent suspension such as a double A-Arm 
suspension, the live axle must be removed as well as an another solution to hold the 
differential has to be thought.  
Therefore, a new internal frame has been created in order to allow the suspension brackets 
be positioned at right place and hold safely the differential. This function is made by steel 
sheets of 5 mm laser cut, which are shown at fig. 8.9. 
The steel plate number 1 is welded at the chassis in order to allow the number 2 to be 
attached to it with 12 mm 8.8 grade bolts and locking nuts, which is welded to steel plate 
number 3 in 90 degrees. The same configuration is made at each side. Then, the differential 
is attached to the two sheets number 3, also using the same bolts and nuts.  
Another modification of the frame is at the chassis’ top. In order to attach the rear coil-overs, 
two more steel bars of 25x25x2 mm as well as steel sheet of 5 mm laser cut have been 
welded at each side of the chassis’ top. The suspension bracket where a rear coil-over is 
attached is welded to this steel plate. 
Fig.  8.9. Steel plates used to hold the differential 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 2 3 
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8.2.2. Main components 
UPRIGHT 
The design of the rear upright have been extracted from a Lotus 7 model [13]. It is made of 
several steel components welded together and, with the right instructions, it can be self-
made. The steel components of the upright and its thickness are the same as in the Lotus 7 
model. However, the final dimensions of the designed upright are slightly different.  
The upright’s bottom has to be attached to the rear lower wishbone with a large 12 mm 
grade 8.8 bolt and a locking nut. The same applies to the upper wishbones and coil-overs, 
which are attached to the first and second holes at the upright’s top, but with shorter bolts. 
The big hole positioned at the middle is used to allow the driveshaft to be fitted at the 
wheels.  
Fig.  8.10. Rear upright 
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CAMBER ADJUSTER 
The upper rear wishbone is connected to the rear upright using this joint. It is made by a 
M20 x 2.5mm threaded bar and a bush tube. Camber can be adjusted by screwing this joint 
in and out of the threaded insert in the upper wishbone. 
UPPER WISHBONE 
With a similar design to the front wishbone, it is made with two ᴓ19 mm tubes with a 
thickness of 3 mm, an adapter which the camber adjuster is screwed with and two standard 
bush tubes. 
Fig.  8.11. Camber adjuster 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  8.12. Rear upper wishbone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapter to the 
camber adjuster 
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LOWER WISHBONE 
It is basically made by three ᴓ25 mm tubes with a thickness of 3 mm and bush tubes. In 
additional to the standard wishbone configuration, there is a steel sheet of 10 mm which is 
welded to two of that tubes. It is intended to be where the rear anti-roll bar is going to be 
attached with, by means of a stabilizer link which would be joined to this sheet. 
SUSPENSION BUSHES / INNERS / BOLTS / LOCKING NUTS 
As same as the front suspension, the wishbones are mounted at the suspension brackets 
using polyurethane bushes and inner tubes, as well as 12 mm 8.8 grade bolts and locking 
nuts. 
SPRINGS 
They would come from a supplier and have a 24.517 N/mm spring stiffness, a length of 
304.8 mm (12 inches) and 50.8 mm (2 inches) inside diameter. Nevertheless, they have to 
be cut at 8 inches as it is explained below. 
DAMPERS 
Like in the front suspension, suitable dampers have been found on Spax products and are 
exactly the same (Spax CSX number C90/125-E-E-1-C [18]), although it will be possible to 
adjust them differently. The situation slightly differentiates from the front dampers. They 
have the same close and open length and allow heave motion more than the estimated 
limits, same adjustments possibilities, and so forth. However, this particular damper only 
Fig.  8.13. Rear lower wishbone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ARB mounting 
steel sheet 
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allows 8 inches of spring length. Therefore, the chosen 12 inches rear springs must be cut 
to this distance. 
8.2.3. Rear assembly 
 
 
Fig.  8.14. Exploded view of the rear suspension assembly 
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9. Project planning 
9.1. Masterplan 
Activity name Start day End day 
Compilation of information 15/09/14 01/10/14 
Definition of the project’s objectives 04/10/14 19/10/14 
Building Garbi’s chassis in CAD software 19/10/14 24/10/14 
Learning how to use Optimum Kinematics software 24/10/14 28/10/14 
Kinematic study 29/10/14 10/12/14 
Dynamic study 15/11/14 15/12/14 
Suspension design 16/12/14 22/12/14 
Building new chassis frame in CAD software 25/11/14 22/12/14 
Search of the required suspension components 23/12/14 28/12/14 
Assembling the new suspension in CAD software 29/12/14 01/01/15 
Revision and re-design 30/12/15 01/01/15 
Budged forecast 02/01/15 08/01/15 
Plans 08/01/15 08/01/15 
Environmental impact study 09/01/15 10/01/15 
Revision 11/01/15 14/01/15 
9.2. Problem solution method 
In order to find a suitable suspension configuration which could fix the existing suspension 
problem on the Garbi GTS, an iterative design process has been followed through the 
project’s development. The process is intended to ultimately improve the quality and 
functionality of a design. 
Fig.  9.1. Project’s Gantt chart 
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Fig.  9.2. Iterative design process chart 
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10. Environmental Impact 
The environmental impact of this project depends on what stage it is. The project started 
with the first design phase, which consists of a kinematic and dynamic suspensions study. 
The suspension design does not have to cease in analysing and simulating them. After it, 
there is a second phase where the suspension components are designed (if they do not 
come from external resources). Then, if the project’s demander accept the proposal which 
is presented in this report, the manufacturing process phase will begin. After it, the 
assembly phase of all the components and their useful life. And finally, the dismantling and 
recycling phase.  
During the design phase the environmental impact is relatively low, basically office material 
is used, such as pencils, papers and the printing of documents which have essential 
information for the correct project’s realization. Surely, most impact comes from using 
simulation and design software, in which it has been spent a lot of time, and therefore 
electivity.  
The manufacturing process in this project, if it is accepted, will involve essentially steel laser 
cuttings, steel tube extrusion and welding. In one hand, the environmental impact of laser 
cutting depends on what type of laser source is used. Nowadays, CO2 laser cutting process 
have been decreased but are still used in some manufactures [14]. Therefore, this process 
would contributes significantly to the total impact if it is used. Moreover, laser cutting 
generates scrap, but every company is in charge of managing its own residues by means of 
transporting and subsequent recycling. About tube extrusion, also depending on the 
process used, some ones are practised under hostile environmental conditions including 
CO2, CI(-) and H2S [15]. Finally, welding process, which has similar impact to those 
explained, implies greenhouse-gas emissions depending on what welding’s type is used 
and several residues generated [16]. It is the responsibility of the Garbi’s owner to choose 
the manufactures which will do these works, and therefore of the total environmental impact.  
Once the components are manufactured or purchased, during the assembly phase there is 
a little of generated residues, mainly the products packing, which are recycled to the 
corresponding containers. During useful life of the project, maybe some replacements will 
be made and other products will be purchased, such as cleaning agents, which will be also 
recycled correctly. 
This project has been developed only for the Garbi GTS, so that when his suspension 
components will be dismantled will also be properly recycled. 
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11. Budget 
The following cost table has been made in order to obtain a suitable budget forecast of this 
project (see table 11.1). There are a list of all the required components and their 
corresponding estimated cost. 
 Assembly: Set of components of same typology. 
 Component: Every required single part of the suspension system. 
 Unit cost: It is the sum of Material and Process cost. Cost of one unit. 
 Material cost: In this table, it is the cost of purchasing the component in its origin 
form at current market. Perhaps, some manufacturing process would be needed to 
obtain the final component. 
 Process cost: Cost of the manufacturing process to make the final part from the 
material purchased. For instance, it includes cost of welding, laser cutting, waterjet 
cutting, bends, and so forth.  
 Total cost: Unit cost multiplied by quantity. 
At the end of the table there are specified three options of suspension system 
implementation with its corresponding cost, so that the Garbi’s owner can decide which 
option he prefers more. The first one calculates the suspension cost as if the anti-roll bars 
would not be installed. The second one, as if only the rear suspension system would be 
installed. Finally, the third option calculates the total system cost. 
A point to take into account is that there is included the estimated cost of assembling the 
suspension system: assembly of the rear and front system as well as make the new 
chassis’ structure. If the Garbi’s owner wants to perform this work by himself or he 
estimated that this will not cause any cost, the corresponding assembly cost has to be 
subtracted from the total cost of the chosen option.  
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Assemble Component 
Unit Cost 
[€] 
Quantity 
[€] 
Material 
cost [€] 
Process 
cost [€] 
Total cost 
[€] 
New frame 297.74 1     297.74 
  
25x25x2 square tube - 
342 mm 5.11 6 1.29 3.82 30.68 
  
25x25x2 square tube - 
343 mm 6.81 2 1.29 5.52 13.63 
  
25x25x2 square tube - 
389 mm 6.14 2 1.47 4.67 12.29 
  
25x25x2 square tube - 
240 mm 6.42 2 0.9 5.52 12.85 
  
25x25x2 square tube - 
384 mm 6.98 2 1.46 5.52 13.96 
  
25x25x2 square tube - 
215 mm 4.63 2 0.81 3.82 9.27 
  
25x25x2 square tube - 
454 mm 7.23 1 1.71 5.52 7.23 
  
20x20x2 square tube - 
259 mm 6.50 2 0.98 5.52 13.00 
  
40x15x2 rectangular 
tube - 229 mm 6.39 4 0.87 5.52 25.57 
  
40x20x2 rectangular 
tube - 310 mm 6.69 4 1.17 5.52 26.77 
  
40x20x2 rectangular 
tube - 311 mm 6.69 2 1.17 5.52 13.39 
  Suspension bracket 2.76 16 0.23 2.52 44.08 
  
Shock absorber 
bracket 2.74 4 0.22 2.52 10.97 
  
Top coil-over mounting 
steel sheet 15.96 2 7.06 8.91 31.92 
  
Differential support 
steel sheet nº1 4.30 2 1.08 3.22 8.59 
  
Differential support 
steel sheet nº2 4.10 2 0.90 3.20 8.21 
  
Differential support 
steel sheet nº3 7.66 2 3.38 4.29 15.33 
Front upper wishbone 38.18 2     76.37 
  Suspension bush 2.1 4 2.12 0 8.50 
  Insert 1.0 2 1.01 0 2.02 
  Standard bush tube 2.7 2 2.72 0 5.44 
  
ᴓ19 seamless tube - 
203 mm 9.6 1 3.79 5.77 9.56 
  
ᴓ19 seamless tube - 
205 mm 9.6 1 3.83 5.77 9.60 
  
Front upper A-Arm 
threaded insert 3.1 1 3.06 0 3.06 
  Drag-link end 17.0 1 16.99 0 16.99 
Front lower wishbone 71.66 2     143.33 
  Suspension bush 2.12 4 2.12 0 8.50 
  Insert 1.01 2 1.01 0 2.02 
  Standard bush tube 2.72 2 2.72 0 5.44 
  
ᴓ25 seamless tube - 
282 mm 12.47 1 5.27 7.19 12.47 
  ᴓ25 seamless tube - 12.47 1 5.27 7.19 12.47 
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284 mm 
  
Front lower A-Arm steel 
sheet 23.03 1 5.04 17.99 23.03 
  
Shock absorber 
bracket 2.74 1 0.22 2.52 2.74 
  
Front lower adapter to 
upright 5.00 1 5 0 5.00 
Rear upper wishbone 62.46 2     124.91 
  Suspension bush 2.12 4 2.12 0 8.50 
  Insert 1.01 2 1.01 0 2.02 
  Standard bush tube 2.72 2 2.72 0 5.44 
  
ᴓ19 seamless tube - 
255 mm 10.54 2 4.77 5.77 21.07 
  
Rear upper A-Arm 
threaded insert 3.06 1 3.06 0 3.06 
  Camber adjuster 22.37 1 22.37 0 22.37 
Rear lower wishbone 60.37 2     120.75 
  Suspension bush 2.12 2 2.12 0 4.25 
  Insert 1.01 1 1.01 0 1.01 
  Standard bush tube 2.72 4 2.72 0 10.88 
  
ᴓ25 seamless tube - 
361 mm 13.94 2 6.75 7.19 27.89 
  
ᴓ25 seamless tube - 
410 mm 14.86 1 7.66 7.19 14.86 
  
Rear ARB mounting 
steel sheet 1.49 1 0.20 1.30 1.49 
Front upright 67.98 2 67.98 0 135.96 
Mushroom insert 63.99 2 63.99 0 127.99 
Rear Upright 103.69 2 70.39 33.29 207.38 
Front coil-over 158.39 2     316.79 
  Front spring 47.50 1 47.50 0 47.50 
  Front damper 110.89 1 110.89 0 110.89 
Rear coil-over 158.39 2     316.79 
  Rear spring 47.50 1 47.50 0 47.50 
  Rear damper 110.89 1 110.89 0 110.89 
Front ARB 72.57 1     72.57 
  Front torsional bar set 40.79 1 40.79 0 40.79 
  
Front ARB Mounting 
bracket 13.60 2 13.60 0 27.19 
  Front ARB rubber 2.29 2 2.29 0 4.59 
Rear ARB 97.57 1     97.57 
  Rear torsional bar set 40.79 1 40.79 0 40.79 
  
Rear ARB Mounting 
bracket 13.60 2 13.60 0 27.19 
  Rear ARB rubber 2.29 2 2.29 0 4.59 
  ARB Tie rod 25 1 25 0 25.00 
Fasteners 37.60 1     37.60 
  12M 8.8 grade bolt 0.6 26 0.6 0 15.60 
  12M 8.8 grade large 4 2 4 0 8.00 
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bolt 
  Nuts 0.5 28 0.5 0 14.00 
Suspension assembly         500 
  Front chassis work         50 
  Rear chassis work         250 
  Front assembly         100 
  Rear assembly         100 
OPTION 1 - WITHOUT ARB 2277.60 
OPTION 2 - ONLY REAR SUSPENSION 1476.24 
OPTION 3 - FULL ASSEMBLY 2447.73 
If this project was remunerated, at the following table its estimated cost is calculated as well. 
 
Activity Time Unit Cost Total 
Kinematic study 140h 25€/h 3500€ 
Dynamic study 90h 25€/h 2250€ 
Suspension design 130h 25€/h 3250€ 
Engineering dispenses 9000€ 
Table.  11.1. Estimated costs of implementing the new suspension system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table.  11.2. Estimated cost of engineering dispenses 
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Conclusions 
The main goal of this project was to improve the rear suspension system of a race classic 
car by means of a dynamic and kinematic suspension study, the subsequent design of the 
components and the dynamic simulations to prove their resistance in driving conditions.  
However, if a suitable rear suspension was wanted to be made, it had to do according to the 
front suspension geometry. When an information of it had been studied, it was observed 
that the roll front centre was too low and under the ground. This fact, along with the rear live 
axle, justifies the lack of grip of the Garbi GTS because they are the main cause that the 
vehicle is going to roll too much in turn. At this stage, it was obligated to re-design all the 
suspension system. This implied a huge amount of time, and I was unable to perform 
dynamic simulations to the designed components. Because of that, and also without an 
optimization of the dynamics and kinematics of the suspension system, it might be the 
sensation of an uncompleted project. It was impossible to made a complete study of the 
front and rear suspension of a car by a single person in the limits of the project’s realization 
time.  
In conclusion, I would recommend this project as a good base to work with and to optimize 
it, because there is a huge range for improving the current solution proposal: 
 Choosing damping ratios by means of performing a more extended dynamic study. 
 Design of the anti-roll bars.  
 Performing dynamic simulations to dimensioning properly the suspension 
components and the new frame as well as choosing the correct materials (with the 
intention to reduce weight). 
 Studying the chassis stiffness. In the dynamic study it has not been considered the 
stiffness of the chassis, but if actually it is not enough high, the chassis could have a 
considerably influence on how much the vehicle rolls.  
 Performing more kinematic simulations and optimizing more the current suspension 
geometry. 
 Achieving real car data (for instance, how much weight is supported by each axle). 
 Studying how the height of the vehicle gravity centre could be lower. A lower centre 
of gravity is, a better contact with the ground there is and therefore a better vehicle 
behaviour in turn.  
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Nevertheless, the main project’s objective have been completed: an implementation of a 
suitable independent rear suspension to a race classic car, which is substituting a live axle, 
and therefore it’s an improvement in itself, independently if it is optimized or not.  
The project purpose was to implement only a rear suspension improvement, but this project 
has become an intention to be a proposal of improvement to the complete suspension 
system of the Garbi’s owner. Therefore, if He accepts this project it is strongly 
recommended to him to implement all what was presented here. However, he could decide 
if anti-roll bars are installed or not, or even if he really want to keep the old front suspension. 
In this case, it is estimated that the car would perform better than before, but worse than 
implementing the complete proposal.  
Thanks to this project it has been learned a lot about car suspension systems, and for sure 
it will be a useful knowledge base to a near future.  
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